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By suggestions Secretariats General OG post partum examinations should take place two or
three months after the delivery so that all changes due to pregnancy have disappeared. Post
partum examinations by method of Electropuncture Diagnostic are mandatory and an
extremly important part in the care of pregnant women by recomendation of World OGASH
Board International Model Laboratory MPISRL.
The method of electroacupuncture, developed by Dr.Reinhold Fohle ( E A F ) is one of the
most perspective trends of contemporary functional diagnosties. The method of EAF is
currently used in 34 states of the world: in North and South Americas, Western and Eastern
Europe states, Scandinavian countries, in India, China, Australia, etc. During more than 40 year experience of clinical application of EAF R.Fohle and his followers have formulated the
following possibilities of this method enabling to: - determine functional condition of internal
organs and tissue systems, conduct their functional and topic diagnostics, obtained due to the
discovery of information-functional interconnections of biologically active zones ( B A Z )
and points ( B A P ) of skin with internal organs and tissue systems;
- decipher vague, clinically complex cases, conduct differencial and synthetic diagnostics;
- conduct early diagnostics of various prepathological disturbances in organs, interconnected
with BAP, and tissue systems at a preclinical stage of the progress of disease, when its
symptoms are not expressed or present;
- reveal concealed or latent sources of infection and determine their effect on the immune
reactivity of a human organism;
- conduct individual selection of homoeopathic, isopathic and allopathic preparations without
their infusion into the human organism, i.e. \"from a distance\" and test food products,
cosmetic products, dentotechnical and orthopaedic materials, etc.
- conduct monitoring of the efficiency of any method of treatment, evaluate the adequacy of
its choice and application;
After the delivery to 120 patients, with various forms of pregnancy pathology,
electropunctural diagnostic were made. They had various disturbances in organs and systems.
We could correct or treat the discovered post partum condition and prevent EPH - Gestosis in
82% in the next pregnancy.
At the stage, our observations have showed that the standarts on Electropunctural Diagnostic
of delivery (after two or three months after the delivery), who had EPH - Gestosis, shouldn\'t
be, because each of the patient demonstrates individual departure from the norm, depending
on the results, causing EPH - Gestosis (various extragenital pathology). Common tendencies
were revealed but it should be better to check them on more observations.
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